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ABSTRACT

The SAS3D code was produced from a predecessor in order to reduce or

eliminate interrelated problems in the areas of code portability, the large

size of the code, inflexibility in the use of memory and the size of cases

that can be run, code maintenance, and running speed. Many conventional

solutions, such as variable dimensioning, disk storage, virtual memory, and

existing code maintenance utilities were not feasible or did not help in this

case. A new data management scheme was developed, coding standards and

procedures were adopted, special machine-dependent routines were written, and

a portable source code processing code was written. The resulting code is

quite portable, quite flexible in the use of memory and the size of cases that

can be run, much easier to maintain, ar»d faster running. ^AS3D is still a

large, long running code that only runs well if sufficient main memory is

available.
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INTRODUCTION

The SAS3A code was developed to analyze hypothetical accidents In liquid

metal cooled fast breeder reactors (LMFBR's). During the development of this

code there was strong pressure to put together rapidly a code that could run

specific cases for immediate assistance in specific areas of the safety review

of the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) reactor. The code was designed to run

these specific cases within the memory constraints of the current Argonne

National Laboratory (ANL) computer. Before SAS3A was completed it was real-

ized that it would be difficult or impossible to run the code on most comput-

ers. Also, sometimes it would be desirable to run cases larger than the

maximum size allowed by the code. Another problem that was soon discovered

was that an excessive amount of effort was required to maintain the code*

Therefore, an effort was undertaken to rewrite the code so as to eliminate

these problems and produce a new version, called SAS3D. Because of the nature

of the code and the manner in which It is used, many of the conventional

solutions that are often used for problems of these types were not appropri-

ate; and for SAS3D new data management, automatic code conversion, and code

maintenance capabilities and methods had to be developed. These new capabili-

ties and methods not only solved many of the problems that they were developed

to solve, but they also led to somewhat unanticipated benefits in running

speed. Many of these new capabilities and methods appear to be applicable to

a large class of computer codes.

The general nature of the SAS3A and SAS3D codes is briefly described

below, followed by a discussion of some of the difficulties with SAS3A and the

problems with some conventional solutions. Then the new features developed

for SAS3D are described, and some trade-offs and results are discussed* Some

implications of the CRAT-1 computer and vector processing for codes such as
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SAS3D are discussed. Finally, some remaining problems with SAS3D are listed,

followed by a summary and conclusions.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATIONS PERFORMED BY THE SAS CODES

The SAS codes » • ' have been developed to analyze the initiating phases

of hypothetical accidents in LMFBRs. SAS3D starts with steady-state calcula-

tions to determine the initial conditions in the reactor, usually normal

operating conditions• Then transient accident calculations are made for a

user-specified evant, such as loss of power to the primary coolant pumps, or

insertion of reactivity at a user specified rate.

The geometry used by SAS3D to represent the reactor core consists of a

number of "channels", where each channel represents a fuel pin and its associ-

ated coolant. Usually a SAS channel is used to represent a subassembly or a

group of similar subassemblies. In this case, the fuel pin represents an

"average" pin in the subassembly. Coolant flow in a SAS channel is only in

the axial direction, and heat flow in a pin is calculated only in the radial

direction. Because of the very large length-to-diameter ratio of the fuel

pins, axial heat conduction within the fuel pin or the coolant is negligi-

ble. The coolant removes heat by convection.

Each SAS channel is divided into a number of axial nodes. Typically

about 20 axial nodes are used to represent the fueled part of the pin, and

another 10-15 nodes are used to represent the rest of the subassembly. At

each axial node in the fuel section, about 10 radial nodes are used in the

fuel and 3 radial nodes are used in the clad. One radial node is used for the

coolant, and one or two radial nodes are used for the "structure", which

i presents both the subassembly duct wall and the wrapper wires or grid

spacers which keep the pins in position. Above and below the fueled section,

only a few radial nodes are used.
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With this channel treatment, SAS3D calculates steady-state and transient

temperatures in the fuel, clad, coolant, and structure. Sodium boiling; clad

melting, relocation, and freezing; fuel melting, relocation, and freezing; and

interactions between molten fuel and liquid coolant are calculated. Also, the

stresses and strains in fuel pins prior to pin failure, the amount of fission

product gas in the fuel and its contribution to fuel relocation after pin

failure, and the pressures and flow rates of the coolant in «:he core and

around the primary coolant loop are calculated.

NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS AND CODING ASPECTS

The SAS codes are fairly large, and their typical running times are

fairly long. SAS3A, which has fixed dimensions for 10 channels, requires over

1.3 megabytes of memory on IBM computers. About half of this memory is for

coding, and the rest is for data. Typical running times for a case on an IBM

370-195 or a CDC 7600 run into hours of CPU time. The codes have restart

capabilities, and a case is usually ran as a series of 14-30 minute restarts.

Two aspects that complicate code portability and data management are the

sizes of the source decks and the large number of separate arrays. The SAS3D

source deck contains about 56,000 FORTRAN cards. Instead of a few large

arrays, SAS3A and SAS3D use a large number of moderate-sized arrays and scal-

ars. In SAS3D about 1700 FORTRAN variable names are used.

The main reason that SAS3D is large is that it contains a number of

separate, but coupled, modules for computing different aspects of an acci-

dent: heat transfer, coolant flow, fuel pin mechanics, sodium boiling, clad

relocation, fuel relocation, fuel-coolant interactions, and neutronics.

The equations solved by these modules are all different, but there are

some aspects that are common to most of the modules. Finite differencing in
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both space and time is used* A number of discrete nodes are used to obtain

spatial variations, and the transient time behavior is obtained using discrete

time steps• Typically, the algorithms are set up to determine the conditions

at each node at the end of a time step, starting from known conditions at the

beginning of a time step. In general, the equations solved are non-linear,

although they are linearized across a time step* Semi-implicit or fully

implicit schemes are often used, leading to the simultaneous solution of

linear equations with coefficients that are re-calculated each time step. The

resulting matrices are banded, often tri-diagonal. The calculation of the

coefficients usually takes longer than the actual solution of the matrix

equations. A significant amount of computer time is used in obtaining physi-

cal and thermal properties as a function of temperature, and sometimes as a

function of pressure or other variables, by linear interpolation from tables

or by the evaluation of numerical correlations.

For each time step the code cycles through many modules for each SAS

channel, and the code running time is roughly proportional to the product of

the number of channels times the number of time steps. A typical SAS3D case

will use hundreds or thousands of time steps. For each time step for each

channel the code typically cycles through a few hundred kilobytes of coding,

and about 80k bytes of data are used at least once during the cycle for each

channel.

One important aspect of SAS3D is that no one small area of the code

accounts for the bulk of the computing time, and no one subroutine accounts

for more than about 15% of the total time on the IBM 370-195. The computing

time is spread through many modules and many subroutines. Therefore* dramatic

improvements in running time cannot be obtained by improving a single algo-

rithm or a single subroutine. In order for the code as a whole to run well, a

large number of subroutines must each run well.
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SAS3A does little I/O, and most of the running time for a typical run is

CPU time. All of the coding and all of the data used by the code are kept in

memory. The only files that are read are the input cards and the restart file

if the run is a restart. The only output files are the print file, a binary

restart file which is written periodically during a run, and binary files of

results to be used as input to separate plotting programs.

DIFFICULTIES WITH SAS3A

The main difficulties with SAS3A are in five areas. These areas are code

portability, the large size of the code, the use of fixed dimensions, code

maintenance, and running speed. Many of these difficulties are interrelated.

Code portability is an important consideration since the SAS codes are

produced at ANL on IBM computers, but most of the potential non-ANL users of

the codes have CDC or UNIVAC computers, and now some have CRAY computers. One

of the main causes of code portability problems was the large amount of memory

required, which in turn was related to the use of fixed dimensions for 10

channels. In 1973, when SAS3A was completed, few of the potential users of

the code had computers with enough memory to run SAS3A. In some cases, the

computers had enough memory, but administrative decisions had been made that

in order to promote multi-programming, no one job would be allowed to have a

large amount of memory. Some computers had enough memory to run a few SAS

channels, but not enough to run 10.

For a year or more, SAS3A was only running on two computers, the ANL IBM

370-195 and the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (BKY) CDC 7600. Eventually, some

other users got SAS3A running, but many users had to wait for SAS3D. Other

IBM sites did not have enough memory, the UNIVAC 1104 does not have enough

memory, even if the coding is overlayed, and CDC sites had problems with site-
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specific software for using LCM storage. By using a remote batch terminal and

a dedicated telephone line from ANL to the BKY computer center, a CDC version

of SAS3A was produced, and this version satisfied the needs of some West Coast

users, who ran SAS3A at BKY. In order to fit the code on the BKY machine,

most of the data arrays were stored in LCM and accessed directly, one word at

a time, using a BKY modified version of the CDC RUN compiler. At this time no

standard CDC compiler was available that would support direct access to LCM

variables, so any CDC site that had such capability obtained it with locally

modified compilers, and no two sites implemented this capability in the same

manner.

Most of the variables used in SAS3A are channel-dependent. The channel

dependence was handled by adding a subscript corresponding to the SAS channel

number to variables, and the dimension for this subscript was set at 10. This

meant that even one-channel debugging runs required a full 10 channels worth

of storage. Also, it was soon realized that 10 channels were somewhat inade-

quate to describe the FFTF reactor, and more inadequate for later reactors.

The 10 channel limit was also built into the card input structure in such a

manner that increasing the channel limit would have required changing the

input decks also.

The IBM and CDC versions of SAS3A were somewhat different due to the LCM

usage of the CDC version, and because single precision variables were used in

the CDC version, whereas double precision floating point variables were used

in the IBM version. The code was in a constant state of flux for a couple of

years as modifications were made and errors were found and corrected. A

considerable amount of effort was expended in maintaining the two versions of

the code, trying to keep track of the exact status of all modifications, and

trying to ensure that both versions were equivalent.
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SAS3A was an expensive code to run, but most reactor accident analysis

codes were expensive to run, and this was considered to be a normal, if unde-

sirable, state of affairs. Running speed considerations were not a major

consideration in the decision to produce SAS3D.

PROBLEMS WITH CONVENTIONAL SOLUTIONS

One conventional solution to many problems similar to those encountered

with SAS3A is the use of variable dimensions, which is a standard FORTRAN

capability• This would allow computers with somewhat limited memory sizes to

at least run small cases, and it would make it possible to run large cases on

computers with large memories. Also, it would allow most code development and

debugging runs to be made with a minimum memory size. This solution is impos-

sible for SAS3A because of the large number of arrays involved. When this

option is used, all variably dimensioned array names must be passed to subrou-

tines in the call statements. SAS3A would need to pass hundreds of array

names in this manner, but IBM compilers allow only twenty continuation cards

for any one statement, and twenty cards would not be sufficient to list more

than a small fraction of the array names.

A somewhat more feasible approach to variable dimensioning is to define

one big array and use only one array name. Each SAS3A variable would be

replaced by a pointer to a location in the big array• Since these pointers

could be passed through COMMON, the use of 1000 or more pointers would be

possible. This option was rejected because it was thought that a code with

such a large number of pointers would be difficult to debug.

Storing either code overlays or data on disk and reading them in when

needed are common solutions to memory problems for large codes that use large

amounts of data. One of the goals of rewriting SAS3A to produce SAS3D was to
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separate data for different channels and different modules so that efficient

disk I/O would be possible. Storing code overlays and storing data on disk

have both been tried for SAS3D on IBM and CDC computers. In all cases the

results were disastrous. SAS3A and SAS3D are normally CPU bound: a fourteen

minute run will typically use about thirteen minutes of CPU time and one

minute of I/O time. When either code overlays or data were stored on disk the

numbers reversed: about one minute of CPU time and thirteen minutes of I/O

time. The code cycles through most of the transient routines and large a-

mounts of data at least once for every channel for every time step, and this

can result in a lot of disk I/O. The disk I/O speeds for computers such as

the CDC 7600 and the IBM 370-195 are not fast enough to keep up with the CPU

speeds for a code such as SAS3D.

The use of virtual memory has been promoted as a means of running large

codes on systems with small amounts of real central memory. When SAS3D was

run on an IBM 370-168 using virtual memory, the code thrashed disks for a

whole week-end in order to obtain a couple of hours of CPU calculations. This

performance should not be surprising, since the use of virtual memory is in

effect only an automatic way to store data and coding on disk, and similar

results are obtained when data and coding are explicitly stored on disk.

In the area of code maintenance and code development, the CDC utility

program UPDATE can be useful for modifying source files. Also, the COMDECK

feature in UPDATE can be useful for inserting COMMON cards into subroutines,

especially for codes such as SAS3A and SAS3D with large common blocks used in

hundreds of subroutines. Similar capabilities are available on IBM computers

in the IBM utility IEBUPDAT^ and the Applied Data Research, Inc. code

LIBRARIAN7. Unfortunately, the IBM and CDC implementations of these capabili-

ties are somewhat different; and use of one of these codes would probably

increase code portability problems.
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NEW FEATURES IN SAS3D

The SAS3D code is basically a rewritten version of SAS3A in that it uses

the same physical models and numerical algorithms and much of the same

coding. The main goals in rewriting SAS3A to produce SAS3D were, in order of

priority, to obtain improved portability, to run larger cases, to provide

easier code maintenance, to make better use of memory when small cases are

run, and to some extent to improve running speed. It was decided to avoid

machine-dependent or site-dependent features where possible, or to isolate

such features if they were used. For the CDC 7600 it was decided to put the

calculations and data actually being used into SCM to avoid site-dependent

direct access to LCM variables. LCM would only be used as a rapid I/O-type

device, and all LCM references would be isolated to two routines. In order to

carry out these goals a new data management scheme was developed, coding

standards and procedures were adopted, special machine dependent routines were

written to accommodate the special features of each machine, and special

source code processing codes were written.

Data management

As pointed out above, it is not possible to implement variable dimen-

sioning in SAS3D, but a scheme was devised to obtain many of the benefits of

variable dimensioning while retaining fixed dimensions. The main difference

between a small SAS3A case and a large SAS3A case is in the number of channels

used, since users usually use almost the maximum values for subscripts other

than the channel subscript. The SAS3D data management scheme allows for the

use of a variable number of channels with fixed dimensions within a channel.

Storage is required only for the number of channels used. Also, if a module

is not going to be used for a particular channel, then data for the module

does not have to be stored for that channel.
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Most of the calculations in SAS3A and SAS3D are done one module at a time

for one SAS channel at a time, with coupling between channels only in a few

places* Therefore, most calculations can be made on a single-channel basis

without using a channel subscript if the right data is in the right place at

the right time.

The data storage in SAS3D is split between a working memory area and a

storage area. Working memory contains data that is currently being proc-

essed. The storage area contains other data that is currently not needed but

that will be needed later. In general, only a small fraction of the total

data will be in working memory at any given time.

The working memory consists of a number of common blocks in central

memory (small core memory (SCM) on a CDC 7600). The working memory contains

three types of data:

1. Permanent data that is in working memory at all times.

2. Transient data from the storage area. This data is stored in the

storage area when not needed in working memory.

3. Temporary variables used locally by one group of subroutines. After

a given group of subroutines has finished executing, its temporary storage is

overwritten and not stored.

The storage area, and the subroutines associated with its use, is the

aspect of SAS3D where most of the machine dependence is concentrated. The

storage area can be in main memory, in bulk core, in the large core memory

(LCM) of a CDC 7600, on disk, or on tape. The size of the storage area will

determine the number of channels that can be run. It is possible to set up

the storage area such that some data is stored in core and any additional data

that will not fit in core is stored on disk.
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Data Is transferred between working memory and the storage area In blocks

of data that are termed "data packs". Each data pack consists of a moderately

large block of variables and arrays containing part of the information for one

channel or for one module. When a data pack is in working memory, it is

stored sequentially in one contiguous block of memory. A data pack would

normally be transferred as a single logical record if the storage area is on

disk or tape, or with a single block transfer to or from LCM on a CDC 7600.

When data packs are in working memory they are put in blank common,

except for channel dependent input variables which are put in a labelled

common block called FINPUT. At any given time blank common will contain data

packs for one or more modules for one channel. Temporary variables are also

stored in blank common. The lay-out of blank common chanf ~\ from module to

module.

Subroutine DATMOV is the routine that transfers data packs between work-

ing memory and the storage area. This subroutine must also keep track of

where the data packs are stored in the storage area. All of the machine

dependence or site dependence of the data pack storage is isolated in DATMOV

and the routines called by DATMOV.

Coding standards and procedures

As mentioned above, all machine-dependent features of SAS3D were isolated

into a few subroutines, mainly those used for moving and storing data packs.

Q

In addition, a reduced set of ANSI standard FORTRAN was used, most fancy

options and FORTRAN extensions that might be machine dependent were avoided,

except possibly in the isolated machine dependent subroutines, and binary

input and output, other than for moving data packs, was done with ordinary

FORTRAN read and write statements to sequential files. In general, any type
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of FORTRAN statement that might cause code portability problems was elimi-

nated- This includes multiple entry point subroutines, which are handled

somewhat differently by IBM and CDC compilers.

The main area in which an attempt was made to improve running speed in

SAS3D was in the use cf optimizing FORTRAN compilers. SAS3A was compiled

using compilers that were fairly dependable but not advertised as producing

optimum object code. Optimizing compilers were avoided because in 1971-1974,

when SAS3A was written, the optimizing compilers had a reputation for pro-

ducing bad object code. Also when SAS3A was recompiled with the IBM FORTRAN H

compiler, using the highest optimization level (OPT*2), only a 10-15% improve-

ment in running speed was achieved. By 1975, when work on SAS3D started,

optimizing compilers had become somewhat more reliable, so the IBM FORTRAN H

compiler with OPT=2 and the CDC FORTRAN extended, Version 4 compiler with

OPT=2 were used for SAS3D. This required finding and re-writing a number of

sections of coding that were not handled properly by the optimizing compilers,

even though they were legitimate as far as the ANSI standards are concerned.

Special machine dependent routines

Some special machine-dependent routines are used in SAS3D. These rou-

tines are mainly used for data pack storage and retrieval and for overlaying

the CDC version.

The way SAS3D is normally run on IBM and CDC computers the data packs are

all stored in memory; in main memory in the IBM version and in LCM in the CDC

version. The actual movement of data packs is carried out by two routines,

READEC and WRITEC, which are called by DATMOV to move contiguous blocks of

data. Berkeley system library routines were originally used for READEC and

WRITEC. When Berkeley modified these system routines so that they would no
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longer handle addresses larger than 256,000 in LCM, COMPASS (CDC's assembly

language) routines were written for READEC and WRITEC. These COMPASS routines

can address all of LCM, they run somewhat faster than the system routines, and

they insulate SAS3D from future changes in the system routines.

The IBM versions of READEC and WRITEC are simple FORTRAN routines for

moving arrays to and from a storage area in memory that has been obtained

using a dynamic memory allocation routine. The heart of WRITEC is the DO loop

listed below:

DO 100 1=1, LIMIT,6

BIG(NPLACE) - W(I)

BIG(NPLACE+1)

BIG(NPLACE+2)

BIG(NPLACE+3)

BIG(NPLACE+4)

BIG(NPLACE+5)

NPLACE = NPLACE+6

100 CONTINUE

Note that the DO loop contains six replacement statements instead of

one. Timing studies on the IBM 370-195 have shown that this six replacement

statement loop will transfer data about twice as fast as a one replacement

statement loop.

It was necessary to overlay SAS3A in order to fit into the SCM of a CDC

7600. A special overlay routine was written to store the most commonly useu

overlays in LCM and to store the others on disk. A similar overlay routine is

used for SAS3D. The input overlay and the steady state initialization overlay

are called only once per run, so they are stored on disk. All of the tran-

sient overlays are stored in LCM.
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Special source code processing programs

As mentioned above, CDC's UPDATE program would be useful for code mainte-

nance, and similar programs are available on IBM computers, but the IBM and

CDC programs are not compatible. Therefore, a portable program, called UPDAT,

was written for use in code development and maintenance. UPDAT is patterned

somewhat on CDC's UPDATE, but UPDAT is written in FORTRAN and an IBM version

is available. The IBM and CDC versions of UPDAT use identical input, so an

UPDAT input deck U3ed to modify the IBM version of SAS3D can also be used to

modify the CDC version. In addition to commands for inserting, deleting, and

replacing lines in a source file, UPDAT has a COMDECK capability that is the

same as that in UPDATE. The SAS3D source files are normally stored with only

a single copy of the COMMON statements. The COMMON statements are split up

into a number of different COMDECKs, and *CALL COMNAM statements are inserted

in. each subroutine where the COMMON statements go. Before compiling, UPDAT is

used to insert the proper blocks of COMMON statements into each subroutine.

The COMDECK feature makes it much easier to implement the SAS3D data manage-

ment scheme with different arrangements of common in different modules.

Another feature of UPDAT is used to activate machine dependent coding in

SAS3D. A section of coding intended only for the IBM version will have C's in

column one of each line. A line with CIBM in columns 1-4 is put ahead of the

section, and a CEND line is put at the end. When UPDAT is instructed to

activate the IBM version, it removes the C's from column 1 of the lines be-

tween CIBM and CEND. A similar feature is used for activating CDC coding. A

single master source file is used for SAS3D, incorporating both the IBM and

CDC versions.

During most of the development and debugging of SAS3D, the source files

were frozen, and UPDAT was used to make all modifications. Every few months
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the UPDAT changes would be collected to update the source to a new master

version.

RESULTS AND TRADE-OFFS

In general, the goals set for developing SAS3D were met. SAS3D is much

more portable than SAS3A, it can run much larger cases, it can run small cases

in less memory, it is much easier to maintain, and it runs faster. As will be

discussed below, the SAS3D data management scheme brings up some interesting

trade-offs and gives some unexpected results in performance.

SAS3D is currently running on a number of IBM and CDC computers. It has

also been put on a UNIVAC 1104; and, as mentioned in the next section, little

effort was required to get it running on a CRAY-1.

With approximately 3 megabytes of memory available on the ANL IBM 370-

195, the largest SAS3D cases that can be run use about 33 channels. The same

cases use essentially all of the 400,000 words of LCM available to users on

the Berkeley CDC 7600. By coincidence, 33 channels happens to be the maximum

number of SAS channels that one would normally use to analyze the Clinch River

Breeder Reactor. At the other extreme, a one channel case requires about 800

kilobytes on an IBM computer.

On the CDC 7600, SAS3D runs more than twice as fast as SAS3A. This is

not surprising, since computing with data in SCM is usually faster than com-

puting with LCM data that is directly accessed one word at a time. Also, an

optimizing compiler was used with SAS3D. SAS3D moves a lot of data and a lot

of coding between LCM and SCM for every channel in every time step, but the

CDC block transfer instructions perform these tasks very rapidly. Moving both

data and coding between LCM and SCM account for only about 3Z of the CPU time

in SAS3D.
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On the IBM 370-195 SAS3D runs about twice as fast as SAS3A, and this

speed improvement is lomewhat surprising in view of the extra data movement in

SAS3D. When work was started on SAS3D, it was expected that the overhead

associated with moving data packs around in memory in the IBM version would

involve a trade-off in which code portability and flexability in the use of

memory and in the size of cases that could be run would be obtained at the

expense of somewhat longer running times* An optimizing compiler is used with

SAS3D, but this alone does not account for the performance improvement, since

SAS3A tests with this same optimizing compiler gave only a 15% performance

improvement in comparison with the compiler normally used with SAS3A. The

overhead associated with moving data packs around in memory is not as bad as

it could be, since the IBM versions of READEC and WRITEC are fairly efficient

and probably are limited mainly by maximum memory speeds. Still, these data

moving routines account for about 15% or the total SAS3D CPU time on the IBM

370-195. It appears that sometimes moving data around in memory can be more

efficient than leaving the data in place and re-computing subscripts to access

it.

Part of the SAS3D speed improvement on both IBM and CDC computers is

undoubtably due to ;he fewer number of subscripts used in SAS3D. Most of the

channel subscripts used for SAS3A arrays are removed in SAS3D, so three-

dimensional arrays become two-dimensional arrays, two dimensional arrays

become one-dimensional arrays, and one-dimension?1 arrays become scalars. In

addition to reducing the amount of time spent computing subscripts, reducing

the number of subscripts may allow optimizing compilers to do a better job of

optimizing. Timing studies with individual SAS3A and SAS3D routines have

consistently shown greater performance improvements due to the use of opti-

mizing compilers for SAS3D routines than for SAS3A routines.
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Another possible reason for the Improved performance of the IBM version

of SAS3D is that SAS3D probably makes better use of the automatic cache memory

on the IBM 370-195. The cache memory Is more than five times as fast as main

memory, but it works most efficiently if data is accessed from sequential

locations in memory. In SAS3A, with arrays dimensioned for 10 channels, it is

possible that close to 90% of the data in the cache at a given time will be

for the wrong channels. In SAS3D, most of the data in the cache will usually

be for the channel currently being computed. Also, arrays in SAS3D common

blocks are more concentrated by code module than in SAS3A.

THE CRAY-1 COMPUTER AND VECTORIZATION

Even though no consideration was given to the CRAY-1 computer when SAS3D

was developed, relatively little effort was required to get SAS3D running on

the CRAY-1 at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). First, the

UPDAT code was compiled at NCAR. Then, UPDAT was used to insert the common

blocks into a CDC version of the SAS3D source, and it was compiled. Since the

CRAY-1 has plenty of main memory, the overlay cards were removed from this

version. Data packs were stored in blank common after the part used for

working memory, and FORTRAN versions of READEC and WRITEC were written for

this purpose.

Much of the coding in SAS3D will not vectorize, and SAS3D running speeds

on the CRAY-1 reflect the speeds of the scalar instructions rather than the

much higher speeds that can be obtained by the vector instructions. A new

version of SAS, the SAS4A code, is currently being written. When writing the

pre-boiling fuel pin heat transfer and coolant flow routines, some modifica-

tions were made to promote vectorization. Initial timing results for these

routines on the CRAY-1 indicate that they run about three times as fast as the
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corresponding SAS3D routines. On the CDC 7600 and the IBM 370-195 these

routines run about twice as fast as the corresponding SAS3D routines. Thus,

modifications made to increase vectorization on the CRAY-1 seem to alsi im-

prove performance on IBM and CDC non-vector computers.

REMAINING PROBLEMS

Even though SAS3D is a big improvement over SAS3A in many respects, there

are still remaining problems relating to memory requirements, running speed,

and the maximum problem size that can be run.

SAS3D is still a large code. Running only a one channel case on an IBM

computer requires about 800 kilobytes of memory, and on many IBM computers it

is difficult to get that much memory. One c" the goals in producing SAS3D was

to obtain the option to use disk storage as a substitute for main memory.

Even though SAS3D does have this option, it is too expensive to use.

Even though SAS3D runs about twice as fast as SAS3A, SAS3D still requires

a fast computer to make large cases feasible. SAS3D is running on a UNIVAC

1104, but it runs a factor of 8-16 slower in CPU speed in the UNIVAC 1104

compared with an IBM 370-195 or a CDC 7600. Therefore, it is unlikely that

many big SAS3D runs will be made on the UNIVAC 1104.

Some of these problems will be worse with the new SAS4A code that is

being developed. SAS4A will require more memor" .or both coding and data than

SAS3D. Also, some SAS4A modules might run significantly slower than corre-

sponding SAS3D modules. Therefore, it might not be practical to run large

SAS4A cases on any computer significantly slower or smaller than a CRAY-1; and

SAS4A may be another code that can only be run on a few computers in the

world.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The new data management scheme developed for SAS3D was successful in

promoting code portability, allowing larger cases to be run, making better use

of memory when small cases are run, and improving running speed. It was

discovered somewhat unexpectedly that moving blocks of data around in memory

can sometimes be fap'.er than leaving the data in place and computing addi-

tional subscrires to access it.

The combination of the new data management scheme plus the use of coding

standards and procedures has made the SAS3D code quite portable* Also, tbe

combination of the coding procedures and the UPDAT code has considerably

reduced the effort required for code maintenance*

Even with the improvements that have been made, SAS3D is still a large,

long running code that is not suitable for small or slow machines* It appears

that the only way that it will run well is if it has enough memory to store

both the coding and the data in coie, rather than on disk*
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